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TraySee
Unique and precise 
real-time filling 
inspection.

Secure inspection
Manually filling a tray to add small amounts of medi-

cines to a drug distribution system is labour-intensive 

and time-consuming. This is particularly true because 

errors slow down the process at a later stage and can 

have serious consequences for patients. With Tray-

See, manual filling becomes easier, more accurate 

and time efficient. She is as accurate and controls the 

manual addition in real-time, making an in-process 

control of the filling almost superfluous.

Check, check ...
TraySee inspects the manual operations and records 

everything digitally. The added medication is inspect-

ed in real-time. If the tray has not been filled correct-

ly, it will not be released. This prevents incorrect fill-

ing of medication bags and subsequent repairs.

Beauty and brains in one 
compact machine.

TraySee shows which medicine has to 
be taken where and immediately checks 
whether it is correct. During the filling 
process, she inspects very precisely with 
the aim of eliminating human errors.

Features and benefits 

• Easy to use, intuitive application

• Real-time fill inspection on identity and 
 quantity

• Efficient manual processing

• If filled incorrectly - no release

• All actions are digitally recorded

• Control and release remotely or at a 
 later moment

• Very consistent and accurate
tray loader

ready-to-use software
barcode scanner

registration camera

touchscreen

inspection camera

made from bacteria-resistant material 

7
2

 cm

87 cm

Beautiful.
Isn’t she?



Pouch Inspector
Fast and accurate
pouch-packaging 
inspection system.

Up to 300 
pouches 
per minute
(5 per second)

instant scanning

ready-to-use software

touchscreen

made from bacteria-resistant material 

40 cm

6
7

 cm We perform highly sensitive scans on shape, size and 
colour using the latest scanning techniques.

Working with medications safely and accurately are the most important aspects to us. All 
our products work seamlessly together to optimize the production process and to achieve 
the highest pouch-handling speed.

Time saving
Our products are developed to be highly eff icient 

to optimize the production process speed. At 

the moment, the Pouch Inspector is the fastest 

pouch inspection machine with up to 5 pouches 

per second and impressively accurate. 

Together with our unique self-learning software, 

integrated database and remote connection 

to our Service Center, we offer a total package 

where the customer is assured of good support. 

User friendly
The combination of a functional, compact design, 

carefully selected materials and the self-learning 

software, ensures that our products are easy and 

pleasant to use. 

We continue to test and optimize the hardware 

and software, so minimal training is required to

work with our products. We strive to have the 

highest Customer Service level possible.

Up-to-date
We keep the software up-to-date to improve the 

functionality of the various systems. Therefore 

we are flexible, provide the best software avail-

able, and can also apply custom made solutions.

Training & 
Documentation
Benefit from our years of experience in medica-

tion pouch packaging. Training is available with 

our services.

GMP documentation is available on request.

Optimize the 
process.
Our machines have been developed 

using our expertise in creating optimal 

workflows. We have extensively tested 

various workflows in the workplace and 

we have established which workflows 

have proven to be the most effective. 

For every organization there is a suit-

able solution that fits the capacity and 

size of the company. 

Ask for the detailed workflows and 

optimize the process.

CHECK OUR WORKFLOWS



Cut&Roll
Automatic cutting
and rolling, per patient, 
intake time or location.

Features 

• Automatic cutting and rolling per
 patient, intake time or location 

• Ready for dispatch

• Automatic separation of alarmed and
  alarm-free pouch rolls (optional)

• Higher pouch-handling speed, no 
 tangled mess of pouch strips

• Fast access to the alarmed pouches

• Simple, fast and noise-free 

Even small 
quantities 

Automatic start
The Pouch Inspector verifies the medication 

per pouch strip and scans the unique barcode 

per patient. Immediately after this process, the 

Cut&Roll uses this information to cut the roll into 

smaller, compact rolls. It automatically rolls the 

strips and makes it ready for dispatch. With these 

smaller pouch rolls the alarmed pouches can be 

accessed much faster then before. This increases 

the processing speed significantly.

Optional
Separating the alarmed from the alarm-free 

rolls is optional. A valve will be placed under the 

Cut&Roll and the pouch rolls will be guided to ei-

ther the ‘green’ or the ‘red’ box.

If only transport of the pouches is needed then 

there is also an option to disable cutting.

An additional machine, but 
no additional action.

Directly from the Pouch Inspector to the 
Cut&Roll, pouch rolls are cut and divided 
in smaller rolls per patient, intake time and 
location, which makes verification easier. 



Reel-to-Reel 
This combination rolls the pouches, after inspec-

tion, back onto a spool. The benefit is that the in-

spected pouches are neatly stored and can easily 

be brought to the repair desk. 

Cut&Roll 
After inspection by the Pouch Inspector the 

Cut&Roll immediately cuts the pouch roll per pa-

tient, location or intake time. Places a sticker; rolls  

it into a neat roll; divides the rolls into a correct 

and incorrect bin. It simply saves time.

Pi Transport 
In combination with the Pi Transport, the pouch-

es are transported through the Pouch Inspector 

and drops a string of pouches in a bin besides 

the table. No need to unwind a spool to find the 

pouch for repair. 

Time-consuming processes become 
simple tasks with our solutions.

Whether you go for the Pouch Inspector 
with Reel to Reel, a combination with Pi 
Transport or with Cut&Roll, each config-
uration has its own benefits.  

Create 
efficiency.
Pouch Inspector options

1.  Reel-tot-Reel 

2.  Cut&Roll

3.  Pi Transport

Pi Transport

Various configurations 
Choose the combination 

that works best.

Adaptable to each 
production process



To operate the Pouch Inspector from any PC or tablet? 
That’s possible with our software.

We know how high the workload can be. So we developed self-learning software that takes away as much work as 
possible, gives you full control and is user-friendly.

Pi Web 3.0
The Pouch Inspector comes standard with our 

Pi Web 3.0 software. This user-friendly web 

application can be operated via the touchscreen 

of the Pouch Inspector and from any PC or tablet 

in your network. After inspection, the results 

can be verified, validated and archived in a very 

intuitive manner. Pi Web 3.0 operates based 

on a To-Do list. Validated batches are placed on 

the list to finalize. Missing, surplus, damaged 

and incorrect medication are shown per batch, 

per patient and per pouch. And any batches 

with alarms can be immediately corrected and 

validated.

Benefits

• Easy and intuitive to use

• Inspect from any device  in your network

• No extensive training required

• Printable, lists and reports (Excel / PDF)

• Tolerances per medication adjustable

• Adjustable levels of security (users vs. rights)

Track&Trace
Our newest software, Track&Trace, takes care of 

the medication rolls after the inspection process. 

It complements the workflow which minimizes 

errors in the processing and sending of the rolls. 

With Track&Trace you will always know which 

medication roll is where and whether it will be 

released at the right time and sent to the right 

location.

Medication rolls which are processed with Pi Web 

3.0 are digitally registered. Track&Trace uses this 

information to create an end-to-end chain control.

After the barcode of the medication roll has 

been scanned, Track&Trace indicates in which 

container the roll should be placed. Before the 

roll is placed in the container, the container is 

scanned and it can be immediately seen and 

heard, whether or not this is the correct con-

tainer. The correct medication rolls and the cor-

rect number for this location are automatically 

recorded in the container. If the order is com-

plete, Track&Trace prints the shipping label and 

the order can be shipped.

You can check any time where a medication roll 

is located and in which container the physical roll 

has been placed. The rolls that still need to be 

repaired after the inspection process end up in 

a separate repair container and return to the in-

spection process once they have been repaired. 

All the details of the actions are recorded and can 

be consulted for verification afterwards.

Benefits

• End-to-end chain control 

• View the location of rolls, any time 

• Releasing of controlled and approved rolls

• Counting and checking with input file (e.g. OCS) 

Track&Trace software comes with:

- Barcode scanner (hand scanner)

- All-in-one touchscreen computer

- Label printer

Pi Web 3.0 and Track&Trace
Have full control 
with our self-learning 
software.

End-to-end chain 
control



Accessories
Optimal performance 
within reach.

RFID System

Cut&Roll Table

Cut&Roll
Pi Shaker

We developed handy tools to make it easy.

To optimize your production process we developed products based on years of 
experience and innovation.

Cut&Roll Table
For the Cut&Roll, we’ve designed a table top 

made from bacteria-resistant material and the 

right outlets and dimensions suited for the Pouch 

Inspector in combination with the Cut&Roll.

In addition,  a valve can be placed underneath the 

Cut&Roll to separate the pouch rolls (alarmed 

and alarm-free pouch rolls). 

This table has extra storage space and is equipped 

with wheels and is conveniently movable.

• Table top of bacteria-resistant material

• Separate alarmed and alarm-free pouch rolls

• Extra storage space

• Conveniently movable

RFID System
Every crate will receive it’s own code number 

and is registered in our Pi Web 3.0 software. This 

creates total traceability of every pouch. In com-

bination with our newest software Track&Trace, 

it’s a full process control from inspection to final 

inspected and approved pouch rolls. 

Mini Pi
With this repair station you can easily add photos 

of repaired pouches to the software system  of 

the Pouch Inspector (Pi Web 3.0). You can add as 

many extra photos as you like, for example photos 

of medication packages.

• Camera for repair photos

• Software module integrated in Pi Web 3.0  

 (inspection software of Pouch Inspector)

Pi Shaker
It’s in the name. It shakes the pills before inspec-

tion to decrease false-alarms. This module can be 

placed before the Pouch Inspector. 

Mini Keyboard
To optimize the validation process we have im-

plemented the Mini Keyboard. It’s a small key-

board with eight buttons. Buttons such as ‘Ok’, 

‘Back’, ‘Next’ and ‘Report’ will get you through 

the validation process even faster. It can be used 

at the Pouch Inspector or at your desk.

• Optimizes the validation process

• Can be used with the Pouch Inspector

• Can be used from your work station

Spool Spinner
Together with the Pouch Winder, our spools 

can be used to roll the pouches directly from 

the packaging machine into a perfect roll. 

These rolls can be easily transported and 

placed onto the Pouch Inspector.

The Spool Spinner has an easy slide-in-system to 

capture the pouches. Due to the low-resistant 



Intelligent systems 
to inspect packaged 

medication.

Our products 

 • Pouch Inspector

 • Cut&Roll

 • TraySee

Software

 • Pi Web 3.0

 • Track&Trace

Accessories

 • Pi Transport

 • Cut&Roll Table

 • RFID System

 • Mini Pi

 • Pi Shaker

 • Mini Keyboard

 • Spool Spinner

 • Pouch Winder

spinning core the pouches are prevented from 

tearing. The Spool Spinners are available in a va-

riety of core colors. This ensures easy recogni-

tion in every phase.

• Variety of core colors (optional) 

• Easy slide-in-system to capture the pouches 

• Low-resistant spinning core to prevent tearing

Spool Spinner - Round - 42 cm   

Spool Spinner - Hexagon - 50 cm  

 » 42% more pouches     

 (compared to our round spool)

 » easily placed on the ground or in a rack

Pouch Winder 
The Pouch Winder rolls the filled pouch strips 

from the pouch packaging machine onto a spool 

without creating tension on the strips. This pre-

vents torn strips. 

The U-sensor of the Pouch Winder measures the 

tension and controls the winding speed. It is also 

possible to change the winding direction. In addi-

tion, the foot pedal can be used to manually wind 

the spool in either direction.

This Pouch Winder can also be used with any 

brand of packaging machine.

Foot pedal

Pouch Winder

U-sensor

Spool Spinner - Round 

Spool Spinner - Hexagon
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